
NEW ASPHALT RELEASE TECHNOLOGY
SOLVES YOUR SAFETY AND ADHESION PROBLEMS!

Major Asphalt Contractors and Producers are tired of experiencing the
following problems when hauling or laying asphalt: Frustrating adhesion,
evaporating release agents, damaged mats, EPA fines, asphalt on pneumatic
tires and sticky buildup on shovels, rakes and tools.

All other solutions simply fall short of the goal. Diesel fuel, soy and
solvents dissolve the mat and strip the oils from your aggregate, while soap
based products simply can’t handle today’s super-sticky high PG asphalt
mixes.

Thus, RHOMAR developed new ENVIRO-SLIDE® Ultra, the “Never Stick”
Asphalt Release Agent. ENVIRO-SLIDE® Ultra has been proven effective on
job sites run by DOT’s, DPW’s, Asphalt Contractors and Asphalt Producers
nationwide. ENVIRO-SLIDE® Ultra absolutely solves the above problems and
offers you the following benefits:

nn NO ANNOYING DELAYS - due to cleanup or reweighing caused by asphalt
adhesion!

nn RELEASES ALL ASPHALT MIXES - from regular HMA to the super-sticky
SUPERPAVE mixes like SMA, OGFC or Polymer Modifieds!

nn LOWER YOUR COST PER TON - with the concentrated formula and
automated application. Ask how you can get the new SLIDE-A-MATIC™
Automated Spray System absolutely free!

nn INSPECTOR FRIENDLY - safe for use on all state and federal projects!

nn SIMPLE APPLICATION - use RHOMAR’s SLIDE-A-MATIC™ Automated
Spray System or with any stationary or drive-through system!

Ask how you can get RHOMAR’s new 
SLIDE-A-MATIC™ Automated Spray
System absolutely free! It’s the perfect
complement to ENVIRO-SLIDE® Ultra!

To place your ORDER or for more INFORMATION
CALL TODAY!! TOLL FREE!!

1-800-688-6221
VISA, MasterCard and American Express Accepted

2107 E. Rockhurst, Springfield, MO 65802
1.800.688.6221 ph 417.866.5592 fx 417.866.5593 email: solutions@rhomar.com
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Release it all with 

ENVIRO-SLIDE® Ultra

Regular HMA, Crumb Rubber,

Polymer Modifieds 

and SUPERPAVE mixes like

SMA and OGFC!

(guaranteed)

For more on
ENVIRO-SLIDE® Ultra

just turn over!

1-800-688-6221

NEW!

CONCENTRATED FORMULA!

ENVIRO-SLIDE® Ultra
ENVIRO-SLIDE® UltraThe “Never-Stick” Asphalt Release Agent

SLIDE-A-MATIC™

                                                                           



More information about ENVIRO-SLIDE® Ultra

NO ANNOYING
DELAYS
RELEASES ALL
ASPHALT MIXES
INSPECTOR
FRIENDLY
LOWERS YOUR
COST PER TON

Customer comments about
ENVIRO-SLIDE® Ultra:
We have been using ENVIRO-SLIDE
Ultra for about a year now and I can say
with certainty that we won’t be using
anything else. Your product works on
everything! We used other products in
the past that only worked on some
mixes and not others. I would hear
nothing but whining whenever we
carried a polymer modified mix…

J. P.
Owner

Recently I took advantage of the free
SLIDE-A-MATIC deal you offered and
wanted to take time to say thank you.
Not only does it work as advertised, it
was easy to set up and simple to use.

B. L.
Owner

Get Yours FREE! Take a good look
inside the new SLIDE-A-MATIC™
Automated Spray System. You will find
a compact, powerful and extremely
easy to operate machine to help you
automate and speed up your paving
operation. The SLIDE-A-MATIC™ is
the perfect companion when your
operation is using ENVIRO-SLIDE®

Ultra!

So, how do I get my
SLIDE-A-MATIC™
for FREE?

1. Buy a pallet of new
ENVIRO-SLIDE®

Ultra! (four 55-gallon
containers)

2. Then just say 
“I want my free
SLIDE-A-MATIC™!”

3. Your Brand New
SLIDE-A-MATIC™
will arrive along with
your order of
ENVIRO-SLIDE®

Ultra!

Asphalt plants with stationary or drive-
through systems absolutely love 
ENVIRO-SLIDE® Ultra, because it
releases all HMA mixes even those
super-sticky polymer modifieds!

Use ENVIRO-SLIDE® Ultra in your
operation and eliminate time-consuming,
manual clean-up of your truck bed!

ENVIRO-SLIDE® Ultra is also perfect
for use on your rubber or metal
compactor drums to prevent sticking!

CALL TODAY!! TOLL FREE!!

1-800-688-62211-800-688-6221

For moreinformation,
stop by and visit
us on the web:
rhomar.com

                                  


